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SECTION I – EXERCISE PLANNING
A. Pre-Exercise Activities
The exercise planning process began in August 2010 with recruitment of the CORE Citywide
Exercise Planning Team (CCEPT), including CORE Advisory Task Force volunteers, Oakland OES
staff, and representatives of City of Berkeley CERT, Oakland-Piedmont ARES and Northern Alameda
County ARES/RACES. The CCEPT met eight times between September 2010 and March 2011 to
plan details of the exercise, including identifying the exercise objectives, scenario, participant pools
and recruiting strategies, trainings, meetings, and other exercise materials.
The 2011 Citywide Exercise Plan was published and shared with participating CORE Groups in
February 2011. In creating the Citywide Exercise Plan, the CCEPT designed a single document to
assist CORE Groups with their neighborhood’s planning efforts, provide a comprehensive exercise
guidance document and help ensure favorable outcomes for all involved. The plan included
suggested activities to meet each objective keyed to the neighborhood group’s proficiency level. To
enhance the participants’ ability to meet the objectives, OES staff created a Google map of
participating neighborhoods and fire stations plus tips targeting specific objectives and for first time
participants.
Meanwhile Office of Emergency Services staff and volunteer CORE instructors delivered a very busy
series of CORE classes in the months preceding the Citywide Exercise. Two advanced training
workshops were held in February and April 2011: a Neighborhood Emergency Communications
Workshop and “Radio Games” which focused on effective use of FRS radios. In addition to
refreshing and enhancing CORE volunteers’ skills, the workshops provided volunteers participating in
the Citywide Exercise with hands on experience in emergency communication at many levels. These
workshops provided training directly related to the communication objectives of the exercise.
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The Citywide Exercise was advertised in mass emails, flyer handouts and on the official CORE
website, www.oaklandcore.org. Six YouTube videos, including one by Mayor Jean Quan, were
produced and published highlighting the objectives of the exercise. The event was promoted in public
and neighborhood-level CORE classes and at advanced training workshops. Participants were
recruited from CORE, City of Oakland staff, the Emergency Management and Disaster Preparedness
Council, the Oakland Radio Communication Association (ORCA), and CERT programs from the City
of Berkeley. Oakland Neighborhood Watch groups were included in the outreach effort.
The official Exercise Plan was distributed, as well as neighborhood incident signs, CORE Role
Responsibility Tags, sample forms and an audio disc of the Exercise Scenario at both advanced
training workshops. Members of the CCEPT reviewed the Exercise Plan and answered questions
from those in attendance.
OES staff worked with the OFD Operations Division to
coordinate use of selected Oakland fire stations by ARES
amateur radio operators during the exercise, and planned visits
from several fire engine companies to participating
neighborhoods.
An official text message was sent to participants registered
with the City of Oakland to test the City’s emergency
notification system.
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B. Exercise Purpose, Goal and Objectives
The purpose of the exercise is to provide practice for participants in responding to a simulated 7.0
earthquake and a simulated severe aftershock on the Hayward Fault centered in North Oakland.
The goal of the 2011 CORE Citywide Exercise is for participants to practice neighborhood evacuation
and demonstrate effective communication on four levels: individual, within the neighborhood, to
another neighborhood, and to the City Emergency Operations Center.
The exercise objectives for ALL participating individuals are to:
1. Communicate with an Out-of-Area Contact
2. Receive an official text notification from the City of Oakland/CORE.
The exercise objectives for participating neighborhood groups are to:
3. Demonstrate effective communication within the neighborhood.
4. Demonstrate effective communication with another neighborhood group.
5. Demonstrate effective communication to the City Emergency Operations Center.
6. Practice an orderly evacuation of the neighborhood.
In addition to these primary objectives, each neighborhood group could determine if they wanted to
practice additional response strategies.
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SECTION II – ARTIFICIALITIES AND ASSUMPTIONS
1. 911 would not be used during the exercise. The scenario specified that landline phones were not
functional and that cell phones were limited to texting during this exercise. Participants were
reminded that land line telephones, cell phones and satellite phones may not work immediately
following a large earthquake.
2. Neighborhoods could practice relaying critical information to the Emergency Operations Center by
bringing concise, written messages to ham radio operators (ARES) at seven selected Oakland fire
stations: 6, 10, 12, 17, 19, 23, and 25. A sample communications form was distributed at the
Neighborhood Emergency Communication Workshop and posted on the CORE website.
3. Neighborhoods could practice contacting another group for assistance using FRS radio or runners.
4. For this exercise the Oakland Emergency Operations Center (EOC) was not staffed. Participants
were reminded, however, that following a large earthquake or other disaster event, the EOC will
be activated as quickly as possible.
5. This was a functional exercise, not a full-scale exercise, thus participating groups needed to be
self-sufficient and any emergency response from outside agencies would be simulated. No
emergency response agencies or hospitals participated in the exercise. Any transfer of injured
persons and calls for mutual aid would not be requested – only simulated.
6. The full scenario and pre-scripted scenario updates were provided in the Exercise Plan,
represented as simulated messages received over the radio from KCBS, 740AM. The
Neighborhood Incident Commander was instructed to read the scenario aloud at 9:00am, and the
scenario updates at the specific times indicated to guide the flow of the exercise. The scenario
was also provided as audio tracks on a CD, which groups could play on a CD player or computer
to simulate the news broadcasts.
7. More than 60 neighborhood groups were expected to exercise throughout the city. Participants
were encouraged to focus on the six exercise objectives established by the Office of Emergency
Services and outlined in the Exercise Plan, but groups were also encouraged to modify their
objectives as necessary based on their size, level of experience and geographic location.
Suggested activities by group experience level were provided for each objective.
8. All information provided by the Neighborhood Incident Commander, or Safety Officer or Exercise
Coach was to be considered valid.
9. Exercise time was real time from 9:00AM to 11:30AM.
10. “Stop exercise” was the phrase to be used to stop the exercise by the Safety Officer, should a real
emergency or safety hazard occur.
11. Weather for the scenario was whatever conditions were truly present the day of the exercise
12. Oakland firefighters attempted to visit every official group participating in the Exercise. When they
arrived, the Neighborhood Incident Commander was expected to provide the firefighters with a
summary of critical items in the neighborhood with which professional assistance would be
needed, simulating firefighters’ arrival on scene in a real disaster.
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SECTION III – VOLUNTEER VICTIMS
Once again the Office of Emergency Services provided Volunteer Victims to CORE groups who
wanted the challenge and opportunity to practice Disaster First Aid skills like triage and treatment on
live “victims”. Volunteer Victims acted out the roles of people injured during the simulated
earthquake.
Volunteers reported OES early on the morning of the exercise to get into moulage (disaster make-up)
and read over their victim scenario to get into character. Two victim scenarios were developed for the
volunteers, which included specific injuries discussed in CORE training. Half of the victims had
lacerations on their arms, and the other half had bloody noses and head injuries.

Disaster makeup services were provided by CORE volunteer / moulage artists Mark Radar Sigsworth,
Adele Louise Bertaud, Hawk Johnson, and Della Mundy.
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SECTION IV – EXERCISE SCENARIO AND PROMPTS
A. Scenario
Pre-exercise prompt:
1. The Neighborhood Incident Command Center should be set up prior to the start of the exercise.
2. Advise participants that there will be a 10:00 am aftershock as part of today’s exercise and
how you will notify them of this event (blow a whistle, use radios, etc.)
9:00am
Scenario:
A 7.0 earthquake occurred a few minutes ago on the
Hayward Fault. Local nerves were already frayed following
yesterday’s minor earthquake. Many neighborhood CORE
and CERT groups had set up their operations although
there was no reported damage. Now the Big One has hit
the Bay Area! Landline telephone service is down. Cell
phones are limited to texting where signals exist at all.
Extensive damage is reported to roadways – CalTrans is
advising everyone to stay off of freeways or overpasses until they can be inspected. Bridges in the
entire Bay Area are closed for inspection. BART remains closed until further notice for inspection
of tracks. The Posey Tube is closed for inspection following reports of flooding. Sewer lines in
many parts of Oakland, Berkeley and Alameda may have sustained damage and residents are
asked to refrain from using the sewer system until inspections can be done. Water supplies
appear to be intact with only isolated water main breaks. Residents are advised to use bottled
water or boil their water until East Bay MUD can test tap water for contamination. Power lines are
reported down in some areas and wide areas of power outages have occurred. PG&E is
investigating several reports of gas line failures. USGS experts stress the possibility of strong
aftershocks and remind everyone to be ready to Duck, Cover and Hold On whenever an
aftershock occurs.
Prompt:
1. Everyone present is asked to try to reach their Out-of-Area contact right now
to remind them of their role as message center for the family. If your Out-of-Area
contact uses text messaging, please try to text them. A possible message might
be: “Practicing earthquake preparedness. YOU are our family’s emergency
contact. This is only practice.”
Prompt:
1. The Neighborhood Incident Commander should assign volunteers to help as they arrive.
2. Conduct Damage Assessment of the neighborhood as soon as possible.
3. While damage assessment occurs, assess skills of remaining volunteers for assignment to
other teams.
4. Establish a Communications team within the NICC to monitor commercial radio and control
contact with deployed teams.
5. Once Damage Assessment information is provided to the Command Center, prioritize
response and dispatch Hazard Reduction, Light Search & Rescue, and Disaster First Aid teams
as needed.
6. If resources permit, volunteers should also be assigned to the Sheltering & Special Needs team.
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B. Pre-Scripted Scenario Updates
9:30 am
Scenario:
FRS channels have become very congested. You are no
longer able to reliably hear transmissions from your teams.
Prompt:
Locate a clear channel and change frequencies with your
teams in the field.
9:45am
Scenario:
The First Aid Station reports a shortage of first aid supplies.
Prompt:
Contact a neighboring group to ask if they have first aid supplies to share.
10:00am
Scenario:
Earthquake!! Duck, Cover and Hold On !! A sharp, quick 6.5 aftershock.
Prompt:
1. Blow a whistle or use other means to cue the participants to Duck, Cover & Hold in place.
2. Verify that your teams are OK.
3. Reassess neighborhood damage following the aftershock. If possible, reassign some teams
already in the field to do the update of Damage Assessment without recalling everyone to the NICC.
4. Your Neighborhood Incident Commander, scribe, and First Aid Team leader are tired and need
to step down (they may rotate to team member positions). Change command including briefing the
incoming people on status.
10:30am
Scenario:
The EOC asks all CORE groups to report their status.
Prompt:
1. The Neighborhood Incident Commander and Communications team should write a concise
neighborhood status message to send to the EOC. Use the sample CORE EOC Report form for
this message.
2. Send the message via designated ham radio operators at fire stations.
11:00am
Scenario:
A fast moving fire coming from the south threatens the
neighborhood. Official sources have advised that evacuation
must begin in 15 minutes.
Prompt:
1. Recall teams in the field. Account for all participants.
2. Deactivate the NICC including records preservation.
3. Follow your neighborhood evacuation plan (simulate
evacuation by walking to a predesignated meeting point within
the neighborhood).
11:30am - end of exercise; gather for neighborhood hotwash until 12:00pm.
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SECTION V – EXERCISE EVALUATION
Immediately after each group concluded their neighborhood exercises, they were asked to conduct a
short “Hotwash”, or feedback session. Participants shared comments about what went well, what
needs improvement and lessons learned, along with recommendations for CORE groups and the
CORE Citywide Exercise Planning Team for next year. Forms designed to capture information from
the Hotwashes were submitted to the Office of Emergency Services.
Later that day CORE Group
Leaders and representatives
from many of the 82 total
participating groups gathered
at Montera Middle School
from 1:30pm to 3:00pm to
share their experiences at the
official Exercise Debriefing.
After welcoming remarks by
Interim Oakland Fire Chief
Mark Hoffmann, Office of
Emergency Services Director
Renee
Domingo,
CORE
Emergency Planning Coordinator Kaity Booth, and Berkeley CERT coordinator Khin Chin, the
Debriefing commenced with feedback provided by ARES representatives Jim Duarte and Glen
Epperson, who talked about the ham radio network used to convey information from neighborhood
CORE Groups to the City’s Emergency Operations Center. ARES amateur radio operators at fire
stations 6, 10, 12, 17, 19, 23, and 25 received and relayed messages from CORE groups.
A. CORE Group Feedback - Debriefing
Representatives from the participating groups were divided into three discussion sections to share
their most significant lessons learned, general comments and recommendations for the 2012 CORE
Citywide Exercise.
Recommendations for 2012 Exercise
• Continue to focus on communication and add a Disaster First Aid objective.
• Expand contact, cooperation and coordination between neighboring groups.
• Expand advanced team activities.
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B. CORE Group Feedback - Summary
Following is a summary of all the feedback provided by participants, both verbally during the
Debriefing and submitted in writing on the official Exercise Hotwash form. Italics indicate numerous
reports on this topic.
1. What Worked Well
“Our neighbors! We worked very well together!”
•

Planning & Materials
o Early availability of the Exercise plan helped groups pre-plan effectively.
o The Citywide Exercise Plan was excellent. It contained information needed to prepare
for and carry out the exercise all in one document.
o Pre-exercise organization and activities worked well.
o Google map of participating neighborhoods was great.
o Exercise Plan agenda and schedule kept the
neighborhood organized.
o Suggested activities for various levels of participation
were very helpful.
o Objectives were clear and meaningful.
o Objectives were achievable.
o Scenario was appropriate and injects directed exercise
activity to meet all objectives.
o Debrief format (group discussion) was an improvement.

•

Community Building
o New people volunteered this year.
o Contact with neighboring CORE groups was very
helpful – will maintain this contact after exercise is over.
o Exercise was good CORE outreach to the neighborhood.
o Exercise was a good event to bring neighbors together.
o Built new connections between neighborhoods.
o Met new people in our neighborhood.
o Exercise was an opportunity to educate neighbors about supplies to have on hand,
where their utilities are, etc. Reiterated essentials of a Go Bag.
o Exercise encouraged neighbors to start planning for emergency situations.

•

Communications
o Communications much improved over previous years.
o Extra training (Neighborhood Emergency Communication
workshop and Radio Games) was very valuable –
encouraged our neighborhood to try radios this year.
o Good practice on use of two-way radios.
o Radio Communication protocols were effective.
o Contacted ham at the Fire Station.
o Communication mentor was helpful.
o Using a Communication Team scribe worked well.
o Contacted other groups by radio.
o Interpreter for Chinese speaking volunteers.
o Using proper radio communication protocols made
communication easier to manage.
o Used runners/bikers.
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•

Evacuation
o Evacuation worked well – first time our group tried an actual evacuation exercise
o Discussed evacuation issues & procedures, but did not actually evacuate
o Evacuation of the Neighborhood Incident Command Center, First Aid Station & all
volunteers and participants was successful.
o Evacuation maps with multiple routes were useful.
o Evacuation plan worked well.
o Reinforced need for a go bag.

•

Mentoring & Outside Support
o CORE coach was a huge asset. Gave great advice and had excellent knowledge of
CORE organizational issues.
o “The firefighters gave us valuable feedback on our First Aid Station and the supplies we
should get.”
o Fire Department participation was great for morale and showed the larger neighborhood
how important CORE training and the CORE exercise is.
o Fire Department visit was popular with neighbors.
o Spontaneous volunteers sent by CORE were very useful
and/or CORE trained.
o Volunteer victims added realism and challenged the First
Aid Team.
o Moulage was terrific.
o Group matched with a more experienced group feels
ready to attempt the exercise on their own next year.

•

Participation
o “This was our first year doing an exercise and we were able to meet all of the objectives
using the CORE trained people in our neighborhood.”
o On site translators/interpreters for participants who speak a language other than the
majority of the neighborhood.
o Better attendance than past years.
o Utilized all volunteers.
o Neighborhood flyer improved attendance.

•

Training Activities
o Two-way radio training within the neighborhood following the Neighborhood Emergency
Communication Workshop and the Radio Games (fan out training).
o Showed neighbors how, where and when to shut off gas valves.
o Going house to house to locate shut off valves and map them.
o Used the First Aid Station and First Aid Team to show neighbors head tilt/chin lift.
o Change of command was a good experience for those who assume one person will
always be Incident Commander.

•

Neighborhood CORE Organization
o NICC activated quickly.
o Had alternate sites for NICC.
o Set up child care.
o Utility shed to store equipment.
o Could access NICC site when owner not available.
o Switching pen color after aftershock.
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2. What Needs Improvement
•

Planning & Materials
o CORE needs better outreach to increase number of trained neighbors.
o EOC Report form is confusing.
o All neighbors should take CORE training.
o More people need to complete all of the CORE classes.
o Need access to information about buried power lines, gas lines, etc.
o Have more practice drills and refresher activities.
o More review/training on skills specific to the exercise objectives.
o Too many forms, inconsistent format one to the next, confusion about which to use.
o Need more first aid & other supplies.

•

Evacuation
o Evacuation was a challenge because few neighbors were prepared to leave quickly.
o Refine neighborhood’s evacuation plan.
o Poor participation - some neighbors do not think evacuation will ever occur.
o Need to know where emergency shelters will be to plan evacuation routes.
o Plan for Persons with Functional Needs and elderly.
o Plan for animals.

•

Communications
o Confusion about the difference between FRS and
GMRS radios.
o Too many people trying to use the same channels.
o Need to coordinate channel assignments with
neighboring groups.
o Need instruction labels on the radios.
o Improve communication among neighbors.
o Couldn't contact neighborhood groups (during
exercise).
o Better communication between EOC and groups
(reply to messages).
o Separate Communications Team from NICC (noise
issues).
o Some radios didn't work (dead spots in
neighborhood).
o Need a high antenna for dead zone.
o Needed a translator/interpreter for some participants.
o Logging radio calls inconsistent, important info lost.
o Difficult to track teams / need better team identifiers.
o Few rec'd text message.
o Some people did not have an area contact.
o Confusion at the Fire Station about relaying a message to the EOC.
o Couldn’t find the Fire Station to deliver the message to the EOC.
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•

Participation
o Improve overall participation in the neighborhood.
o More publicity for the event.
o Follow up with volunteers to encourage them to complete CORE classes.
o Practice with new people so they are more likely to participate in the exercise.

•

NICC Management/Operations
o Clearer information on how to run the
NICC and how to dispatch and control
teams.
o Basic set up of NICC needs improvement.
o Better coordination between NICC &
teams.
o Better ways to track teams in the field.
o Confusion with team assignments: who is
on which team & what each team does.
o Didn't appoint a safety officer.
o How to respond quicker; it takes too long
to dispatch teams.
o Large tracking form for NICC (to keep
track of teams).
o Name tags for all participants.
o No regular leader and no lists of CORE trained neighbors.
o One or two page hand-out as a basic cheat sheet for volunteers.
o Need to stay focused. Too many distractions.
o Need more opportunities for people to learn to be NIC.
o No one would volunteer to be relief NIC.
o Need a better location for our NICC.

•

Supplies
o Need more First Aid supplies.
o Need information about where to purchase First Aid and other disaster supplies.
o Need more radios.
o Establish relation with neighboring groups to share supplies.
o Forms; print in advance; make many copies; have bins or tubs to organize them.
o Need simpler forms that can be drawn on a blank sheet of paper.
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3. Lessons Learned
•

Planning & Materials
o Practice before the day of the event.
o Hold CORE I and II training in the neighborhood before the event.

•

Communications
o Train more neighbors how to use two way radios.
o Encourage neighbors to buy their own radios.
o Follow radio protocol.
o Practice radios beforehand.
o Log all messages.
o Set up communications right away.
o Repeat back radio message.
o Assign one primary channel and one alternate channel on the radio.
everyone knows the difference.
o Test radios in neighborhoods prior to exercise day.
o Find out where the nearest Fire Stations are located.
o Find out which neighbors are ham radio operators.
o Have out of town emergency contact.
o Sign up for City text alerts before the exercise.

Make sure

•

Community Building
o Meet other neighboring groups.
o Be ready for emotional reactions to exercise.

•

Evacuation
o Make a Go Bag. Have evacuation supplies ready.

•

Participation
o Need to get the word out earlier. Many people were out of town or busy.
o Improve use of spontaneous volunteers; find a more efficient way to use their skills.
o Get more neighbors involved in the planning – too much work for one or two people.
o Combine with a pot luck or barbeque to improve participation.
o Greeter important to draw in curious neighbors.

•

Other
o
o
o
o
o

Learn how to set priorities.
Know shut off valve locations.
Need caution tape and other basic supplies.
Decide where we could set up alternate NICC.
Need to set up the First Aid Station early in the exercise, provide a place for walk-in
victims.
o Teach more people how to do the NICC jobs, not just team assignments.
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4. Recommendations for Next Year’s CORE Citywide Exercise Planning Team
•

Planning & Materials
o Streamline all forms, especially the EOC Report Form.
o Conduct the exercise twice a year.
o Expand the exercise next year.
o Provide a simple outline of NICC operations.
o Provide a better system to track teams.
o Give contact info to participants of other nearby participating
groups to improve cooperation and expand effectiveness.
o Continue to provide an audio version of the scenario.
o Continue publishing the Exercise Plan as early as possible.
o Expand suggested activities for more skilled groups.
o Continue to encourage participation of new groups who can
2012
do something less than a full scale exercise.
o More publicity for the event.
o Continue to provide information/training specific to the objectives.
o Provide information/training on how to handle stressed or untrained people.
o Provide an official list of evacuation routes.
o Provide better CORE ID badges.

•

Focus
o Focus on fire.
o Focus on earthquake, but make the aftershock the bigger event with more damage.
o Focus on communication.
o Focus on first aid.

•

Communications
o Let Fire Station personnel know their station is an ARES radio location.

•

Mentoring and Outside Support
o Have a public official or fire fighter stay with the neighborhood group for the duration of
the exercise.
o Offer more specialized workshops and training on a variety of topics.
o Offer advanced training beyond the CORE III curriculum such as Advanced First Aid.
o Offer a Coach to any group, not just new groups. The Coach was helpful in the preplanning phase as well as on the day of the exercise.
o Need more information on how to conduct a tabletop exercise in my neighborhood.
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SECTION VI – FOLLOW-UP
A. Conclusion
The April 30, 2011 CORE Citywide Exercise generated excitement and interest among Oakland
residents around the subject of emergency preparedness. Sixty-five neighborhood groups from all
seven Oakland City Council districts participated in this exercise, including City staff, graduates of the
CORE training program, individuals with lesser amounts of CORE training, and spontaneous
volunteers with no CORE training at all. This exercise demonstrated that many members of the
Oakland community take their safety seriously and are putting forth considerable effort to be prepared
for emergencies.
Seventeen neighborhood groups from Berkeley CERT participated either in their own neighborhoods
or together with Oakland CORE groups. Cooperation between the two cities will be important after a
disaster and this exercise emphasized the willingness of the broader community to work together
across borders.
With a total of eighty-two neighborhood groups in both cities participating, the 2011 Citywide Exercise
was the largest exercise held to date.
The annual exercises continue to be unique opportunities for neighborhood groups to demonstrate
and build on their preparedness and response skills. It is the hope of the Office of Emergency
Services that CORE training levels will remain high, and that participation in future annual exercises
will continue to grow.
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B. Corrective Action Plan
Based on feedback and suggestions from exercise participants, the CORE Citywide Exercise
Planning Team has identified a Follow-Up Corrective Action Plan to help address what needs
improvement.
Action Item

Description

Develop new avenues to raise
Expand Publicity for the
public awareness of the CORE
Exercise
Citywide Exercise

Whom
CORE Citywide
Exercise Planning
Team

Timeline

Spring 2012

Provide Additional
Workshops / Training
Opportunities Tailored
to the 2012 Exercise
Objectives

Following identification of the
2012 Exercise Objectives, create CORE Coordinator and
training to support successful
CORE Advisory Task
achievement by groups of all skill Force subcommittee
levels

EOC Message Form(s)

Modify and finalize the form(s)
neighborhood groups will use to
relay messages to the EOC

CORE Coordinator,
ORCA representatives
and CORE Advisory
Task Force
subcommittee

Spring 2012

Neighborhood
Organization Chart

Create a standard CORE
organization chart, provide as a
laminated poster and
downloadable PDF online;
publish as part of CORE II
revision

CORE Coordinator and
CORE Advisory Task
Force subcommittee

Spring 2012

Expand Advanced
Training Opportunities

Conduct additional workshops
and events to increase CORE
graduates’ level of proficiency
and broaden their skill set.

CORE Coordinator and
CORE Advisory Task
Force subcommittee

Spring 2012

Revise CORE forms

Consolidate, standardize, and
reformat CORE forms to reduce
data duplication and improve
end user effectiveness; publish
as part of CORE II revision

CORE Coordinator and
CORE Advisory task
Force subcommittee

Spring 2013
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APPENDICES
A. Glossary of Terms
ARES

Amateur Radio Emergency Service – A nationwide part of the Amateur Radio Relay League,
ARES consists of licensed amateurs who have voluntarily registered their qualifications and
equipment for communications duty in the public service when disaster strikes. ARES members
can help in widespread disasters and can operate before and after government declared
disaster times.

CCEPT

CORE Citywide Exercise Planning Team

CERT

Community Emergency Response Team

CORE

Communities of Oakland Respond to Emergencies

DFA

Disaster First Aid

EOC

Emergency Operations Center - A facility dedicated for coordinating citywide emergency
response activities.

FRS

Family Radio Service – A low power FM handheld walkie-talkie that uses 14 dedicated
channels and up to 38 “privacy codes”

GMRS

General Mobile Radio Service – A higher power FM handheld walkie-talkie with a wider
geographical range for transmission that uses 15 channels, 7 of which are shared with FRS
radios and have up to 38 “privacy codes” The FCC requires purchase of a license to use the
GMRS radio channels.

NICC

Neighborhood Incident Command Center

NIC

Neighborhood Incident Commander

OES

Office of Emergency Services

OFD

Oakland Fire Department

ORCA

Oakland Radio Communication Association – ORCA is Oakland’s amateur radio club
originally formed to provide supplemental communication during emergencies. ORCA member
interests include new technology, member training, special projects, equipment maintenance
and exercises.

RACES

Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service – RACES is a radiocommunication service,
conducted by volunteer licensed amateurs, designed to provide emergency communications to
local or state civil-preparedness agencies. RACES operation is authorized by emergency
management officials only, and this operation is strictly limited to official civil-preparedness
activity in the event of an emergency-communications situation. RACES is administered by
local, county and state emergency management agencies, and supported by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).

SV or SUV

Spontaneous Volunteers or Spontaneous Untrained Volunteers

CORE Citywide Emergency Response Functional Exercise
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B. Participating CORE Groups and Their Group Leaders
56th Street, Rose Neilan
62nd Street, Harley Goldstrum
66th & 67th Neighborhood Watch, Robert Miller
7 Streets, Jane English
800 Warfield Avenue Neighborhood Watch Assn. , Marc Gordon
Adel Court, Jill Davis
Benevides Avenue, Karen Sharkey
Biehs Court Neighborhood Group, Lorraine Rosenblatt
Burlington, Meg Bowerman
CABS MON, Cathy Dalton
Calmar Avenue CORE, Greg Bero
Canon Avenue CORE Group, Karen Long, Carol Schwamberger
Castle Courts Association, Stan Weisner, Dennis Slaughter
Castle Park Way MON, Bruno Fraeyman
Chabot CORE, Susan Savage
Chinese CORE, Monique Tsang
Claremont & Telegraph, Mike Sabel
Damuth St. Neighborhood Watch, Marion Mills
Davenport Neighborhood Watch, Danny Cieloha
Elston Avenue, Joanne Connelly
Enos Avenue Neighbors, Andrea Plesnavski
Fairview Park Neighbors, Anna Barnard
Fernwood Community Club, Regine Goth-Goldstein
Florio/Manoa/Auburn, Judith Katz
Golden Gate (between San Pablo & Stanford) , Anna Erickson
Golden Gate Avenue Neighborhood, Marv Tripp
Greater Mosswood Neighborhood Assn (GMNA) , Karen L. Hancock
Harbord/Lane/Marr, Robin Nasatir, Kathleen Hurley and Sarah Hamilton
Harrison Towers, Jill Davis
Hiller Highlands Four Assn. , Pauly Langguth
Laguna – Hearst – Madeline Neighbors, Susan Papps
Lakeshore Neighbors, Ruby Stein
LaMasNa, Mike Sherwood
Lower King Estates, Jil Finnegan & Tamara Thompson
M.A.S.H. , Sara Wynne
Margarido Drive, Susan Spore
Melville Drive, Donna Russell-Snyder
Merrit/Capital, Barbara Newcombe
Montera Assn. , Kathy & Mike Carroll
Monticello Avenue, Carolyn Rosenberg
Moongate Group, Elaine Geffen
Moraga Avenue and Harbord Drive, Jerry Pierson
MORH I Community Center, Marcus Montague
Muhammad Mosque Disaster Committee, Khalidah Muhammad
NCEE CORE, Joan Marie Wood
Oak Grove North, Becky Duong
Oakmorewatch, Sandra Lee, Dawn Loretz
One Kelton Court HOA, Della Mundy
Pacific Cannery Lofts HOA, Marie Beichert
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Palo Vista Gardens, Jamie Manalang
Panoramic Hill, Dick White
Picardy Drive Neighborhood Assn. , Leighton Linton
Pleasant Valley Court & Ramona, Matt Bjork
Regent Street, Roger Mendelson
Rio Vista Avenue, Monica Rocchino
Scout Road, Peter Crigger
Sequoyah Hills/Oak Knoll Neighborhood Assn (SHOKNA) , Don Johnson
Swan's Cohousing, Bonnie Fergusson
The Pods, Rose Works
Thornhill Court Irregulars, Bob Ruggiero
Upper Alvarado Regional Neighborhood, Gary Plotner
Wellington CORE I, Ben Haidri
Whittle/Forest Hill Emergency Response Group, Paul Barale, Joan Warren
Wood Drive / Wood Court / Moyer Place, Belinda Harris
York / Weldon Group, David Smith
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C. Map of Participating Neighborhood Groups and Fire Stations Staffed by ARES Personnel

2011 CORE Citywide Exercise Groups
Neighborhoods registered with Oakland OES for the CORE Citywide Exercise on April 30, 2011.
Green bubbles are Oakland CORE Groups; Blue bubbles are Berkeley CERT Groups
Red bubble is Montera Middle School (debrief site); Red phone symbols are fire stations staffed by
ARES personnel to simulate passing messages to the Oakland EOC.
CORE Citywide Emergency Response Functional Exercise
Saturday, April 30, 2011
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D. Media Release

News from

Oakland Fire Department
For Immediate Release
April 27, 2011

Contact:

Renee Domingo
Emergency Services Manager
(510) 755-5843

Simulated Quake Shakes Oakland:
Dozens of Neighborhoods Groups Practice Ability to Respond
Oakland, CA — A simulated 7.0 earthquake on the Hayward fault will provide more than 75
neighborhoods throughout Oakland and Berkeley with an opportunity to practice their skills in
responding to a major earthquake or other significant disaster.
On Saturday, April 30, 2011 from 9am to 12pm, hundreds of volunteers and dozens of organized
neighborhood groups will participate in the sixth annual CORE Citywide Emergency Response
Exercise, organized by the Oakland Fire Department, Office of Emergency Services, and supported
by the Berkeley Fire Department, Office of Emergency Services.
The goal of the exercise this year is for participants to demonstrate effective emergency
communication and evacuation within their neighborhoods. Participants will practice calling an Out of
Area Contact, receiving an official message through the City of Oakland’s text notification system,
communicating with another neighborhood group, and sending a message to the Emergency
Operations Center via ham radio operators at local fire stations.
For the second year in a row the Oakland Fire Department is collaborating with the City of Berkeley to
invite their residents to participate in the Citywide Exercise along with the Oakland community.
Dozens of groups throughout both cities will host the drill in their neighborhoods, including 64 in
Oakland and 15 in Berkeley. This total of 79 groups represents a 51% increase in group participation
over last year’s total of 52 neighborhoods, which was already 79% more than the exercise in 2009.
Nearly 100 unaffiliated volunteers will participate as either Spontaneous Volunteers or Volunteer
Victims in the host neighborhoods. Other participants will include local ham radio operators, Oakland
City staff and Firefighters.
CORE is a free emergency and disaster prevention, preparedness and response training program for
individuals, neighborhood groups and community-based organizations in Oakland. CORE teaches
self-reliance skills and helps neighborhoods establish response teams to take care of the
neighborhood until professional emergency personnel arrive. A major disaster will overwhelm first
responders, leaving many community members on their own for the first 72 hours or longer after the
emergency. Since its inception in 1990, the CORE program has provided free, community-based
training to more than 20,000 residents. Oakland residents who are interested in signing up for free
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CORE training or who would like help forming CORE groups in their own neighborhoods can contact
CORE at (510) 238-6351 or core@oaklandnet.com.

PHOTO/VIDEO OPPORTUNITY:
Volunteer “victims” injured by the simulated earthquake and its aftermath will give neighborhood
groups an opportunity to practice their Disaster First Aid skills. For more information about the
locations of moulaged victims for photo opportunities, contact Renee Domingo at (510) 755-5843.
Below is a sample list of locations of Oakland neighborhood groups participating in CORE Citywide
Exercise on Saturday, April 30, 2011 with Volunteer Victims:
Group Name

Group Address

800 Warfield Avenue Neighborhood Watch
Association

503 Prince St., Oakland, CA 94610

Harbord/Lane/Marr

5777 Harbord Drive, Oakland, CA 94611

Lower King Estates

7940 Winthrope St., Oakland, CA 94605

Moongate Group

9315 Skyline Blvd., Oakland, CA 94611

Moraga Avenue and Harbord Drive

5742 Moraga Avenue, Oakland, CA 94611

Pleasant Valley Court & Ramona

4473 Pleasant Valley Court, Oakland, CA
94611

Swan's Cohousing

930 Clay Street, Oakland, CA 94607

Whittle/Forest Hill Emergency Response
Group

4047 Forest Hill Avenue, Oakland, CA 94602
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